Helping hands for your Forklift truck

Mobile fork alignment press
for Multi Pallet Handlers

HIGH-VISIBILITY FORKLIFT TRUCK ATTACHMENTS

Mobile fork alignment press
Mobile fork alignment press 0990970008
For straightening vertical and horizontal deformations on forks
Use of the new KAUP fork alignment press considerably increases the profitability of your forklift truck. In daily
operation it often happens that, during some operations, the forks can no longer withstand the strain and bend in
the horizontal and/or vertical axle. Long standing times and expensive repairs through exchange of the deformed
forks must normally be taken into account in order to get the forklift truck back into operation.
Deformed forks with a cross cut of up to 80 x 60mm can be straighten immediately, on site, with the new fork
alignment press. Thus your forklift truck can be back in operation within a very short time, even down time can
be avoided by optimal individual planning of the repair during the FLT’s normal off duty times and repair costs
are minimised. Furthermore damage to pallets and the load to be handled,
which often occurs when operating an attachment with damaged forks, can
be avoided.

Straightening of vertical fork deformations
Position the KAUP alignment press upright centrally over the
deformation. Place a level bar on top of all the forks and straighten the damaged fork until it is back on line with the other forks.
The attachment can immediately be put back into operation.

Straightening of horizontal fork deformations
Position the KAUP alignment press horizontally over the centre of the deformation. Place a level bar along the length
of the fork and straighten the damaged fork until it is back on line with the other forks. The attachment can immediately
be put back into operation.
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KAUP attachments correspond to the requirements of the valid EC regulations regarding quality, safety and technical documentation.
All technical data are subject to alteration.
KAUP is certified acc. to DIN EN ISO 9001
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Simply phone us for further information or a detailed quotation.
Your contact person at KAUP is
Mr. Frank Krausert
After Sales & Service Manager

Phone +49 (0) 6021 865 352
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